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Temporary employment accounts in Spain for about one third of total salaried 

employment since the mid-Eighties, which triples European figures. In the Nineties, two 

labour market reforms were implemented in an attempt to reduce the very high 

incidence of temporary employment, achieving some positive effects on employment. 

However, we still have a very limited knowledge of the likely effects on earnings levels 

and dynamics.  

 

Since the reform applied only to certain age groups, in this paper we use a natural 

experiment research design to assess the impact of the 1997 reform on the statics of 

earnings. Using data on the Spanish component of the ECHP, we find positive effects 

on earnings levels of young men signing new contracts from unemployment.  

 

In this paper, we also investigate the consequences of Spanish labour market reforms 

of 1994 and 1997 on earnings dynamics. We provide a longitudinal perspective on 

changes in Spanish male earnings inequality for the period 1993-2000, decomposing 

individual earnings into its permanent and transitory components by fitting error 

component models to the covariance structure of individual earnings. For this purpose 

we also use the eight waves of the Spanish component of ECHP.  



 

The ECHP data corroborate the findings of previous studies in that cross-section 

earnings differences of male full-time employees remain rather constant between 1993 

and 2001. However, the longitudinal analysis shows that such a pattern was 

determined by an increase of the permanent earnings component and a decrease of the 

transitory component. Our results suggest that the labour market reforms of 1994 and 

1997, which granted more stability to temporary employment contracts and possibly 

fostered the subsequent decline in temporary employment, may have helped explain 

the observed reduction in earnings instability, which in turn explains most of the 

declining earnings inequality trend.  

 

We also find that relative earnings persistence increases over the life-cycle, which 

implies lower mobility for older cohorts. A closer look by cohorts reveals that 

transitory differences account for most of the earnings dispersion only for the youngest 

one, which is consistent with the disproportionate incidence that temporary 

employment has on younger workers. As the age group that suffers temporary 

employment the most, the observed large fall in overall earnings dispersion —the 

largest of all cohorts—, due mainly to the fall in the transitory component, may 

perfectly be a reflection of the positive effects of the reforms.  
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